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We present extensive Monte Carlo simulations, showing that cold antihydrogen ( �H) atoms are produced
when antiprotons ( �p) are gently heated in the side wells of a nested Penning trap. The observed �H with
high energies, that had seemed to indicate otherwise, are instead explained by a surprisingly effective
charge-exchange mechanism. We shed light on the previously measured field-ionization spectrum, and
reproduce both the characteristic low-field power law as well as the enhanced �H production at higher
fields. The latter feature is shown to arise from �H atoms too deeply bound to be described as guiding center
atoms, atoms with internally chaotic motion.
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The observation of cold antihydrogen by ATHENA [1]
and ATRAP [2,3] ushered in a flurry of theoretical work
[4–8] that aimed to better understand the properties of
these atoms, and the conditions under which they would
form and ionize in external fields. Nonetheless, no mecha-
nisms for understanding two central features of subsequent
measurements have emerged. First, ATRAP measured [9] a
surprisingly high velocity for antihydrogen atoms traveling
along the magnetic field direction (open circles in Fig. 1),
despite a �H production method in which �p were given just
enough energy to pass through a positron (e�) plasma [3].
Second, ATRAP’s field-ionization method [10] showed
that the number of such atoms that survived an electric
field F, parallel to the magnetic field B, decreases initially
as F�2 (open circles in Fig. 2), for atoms appropriately
described in the guiding center approximation (GCA) [11].
Also unexplained is a relatively enhanced production of
more deeply bound �H [10]. Both unexplained features have
important implications for the long term goal to trap
ground state �H for spectroscopy [12]. Enhanced production
of �H atoms closer to the desired ground state is good, while
higher �H velocities hurt prospects for �H trapping in the
very shallow traps that can be constructed.

In this Letter, we propose that the observed high �H
velocities arise from charge exchange of low-energy �H
atoms with fast �p in the side wells of the nested Penning
trap. Using simulations, we demonstrate that this process
occurs with large probability, implying that initially
formed �H atoms are much slower than observed. The
simulations reproduce both the observed low-field-
ionization spectrum and the enhanced production of more
deeply bound states. Based on the GCA, we can explain the
observed F�2 spectrum for low ionization field within a
simple, intuitive two-step model. The enhanced production
of deeply bound �H, on the other hand, is found to be linked
to the increasingly chaotic internal �H motion, such that the
GCA and the assumption of infinite �p mass break down.

The high rate mechanism for producing cold �H atoms in
a nested Penning trap is three-body capture of e� by �p in

which a second e� is needed to conserve energy and
momentum [13,14]. Early B! 1 calculation [11] re-
vealed that the �H formation rate scales with e� density
(ne) and temperature (Te), as n2

eT
�9=2
e . They also showed

the importance of replacement collisions, in which a bound
e� was replaced by a e� trapped in an orbit closer to the �p,
and the likelihood of producing GCA atoms with regular
internal orbits. Simulations after the observations of slow

FIG. 1. Charge exchange produces the observed frequency-
dependent field-ionization spectrum [9] (�). The spectra have
been calculated for kBT �p � 8 eV. The dot-dashed line shows the
spectrum that results by neglecting e� charge transfer for kT �H �
2 meV (T �H � 30 K). (b) Corresponding velocity distributions
after charge exchange. See text for details.
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�H atoms also included �p motional effects [4] and approxi-
mation of experimental geometries [7] and non-GCA ef-
fects [5,6,10]. However, no understanding of either the
field ionization or the higher than expected �H velocities
emerged.

Here we propose solutions to these outstanding ques-
tions and verify them with classical Monte Carlo simula-
tions. As is appropriate for low �p number and high e�

density, we neglect the �p- �p interaction and calculate the
classical dynamics of a single �p traveling through the e�

plasma, as in [4,11]. Since collective excitations do not
significantly affect the recombination process, only the e�

dynamics in a finite cubic box centered around a moving �p
is considered. The e� are randomly injected into the box
according to a phase space distribution at the temperature
Te� . The launching of e� stops as soon as the �p has
traveled long enough to escape the e� cloud, after which

we slowly ramp-up the electric field to determine the value
F at which the �H ionizes.

Because of disparate time scales in the cyclotron, mag-
netron, and axial motions, serious numerical challenges
require a two-tier numerical strategy. First, a straightfor-
ward GCA calculation freezes out the e� cyclotron motion
[4]. Second, a full numerical simulation relies on a sym-
plectic integrator [5] but with a time-coordinate transfor-
mation and improved partitioning of the Hamiltonian [15].
These computational advances allow us to describe the
long-time dynamics of very deeply bound atoms (e.g.,
Fig. 3), and also to investigate the range of validity of the
GCA.

The field-ionization spectrum from the exact calculation
compares well to experimental observations [10] (Fig. 2).
The GCA reproduces the observed F�2 dependence at low
F, but deviates significantly from the observations at large
F. (The implications for the field-ionization spectrum due
to charge-exchange are discussed later in the text.) The
simulations show that atoms form in a two-step process. A
e� is initially captured at the edge of the kinetic bottleneck
[binding energy of a few kBTe� below which reionization is
suppressed [11] ] and subsequently driven down in a single
deexciting collision.

This two-step process allows us to derive the observed
low-field F�2 behavior within the GCA. After the initial
step, the GCA atoms formed near the bottleneck and in
thermal equilibrium with the surrounding �p plasma, have
energies Ei with densities per unit energy Weq�Ei�. The
one-way collisional rate of transitions out of equilibrium to
a final energy Ef below the bottleneck is proportional to
R�Ef; Ei� / n �pn

2
e�e

�"i��Ef�
�"b [Eq. III.11, Ref. [14] ].

Here n �p is the �p density, and "i and "b � 1 are the initial
and bottleneck energies in units of kBTe� . The value of "b
for the field-free [14] and infinite-field [11] cases is �b�5.
The collisional deexcitation rate constant is expressed as
K�Ef;Ei��R�Ef;Ei�=�Weq�Ei�ne�	 [Eq. III.10, Ref. [14] ].

The dependence of this rate constant on the final energy
of the eventually detected atoms is given by K�Ef; Ei� /
��Ef�

��b , such that their binding energy distribution is

FIG. 2. Field-ionization spectrum of �H atoms that survive an
electric field F. ATRAP measurements [10] (�) are compared to
exact Monte Carlo calculations for kT �H � 2 meV (�) of �H
produced by TBC. The inset demonstrates that charge exchange
does not alter the field-ionization spectrum by comparing the
GCA simulations before (
) and after (�) charge exchange. The
theoretical curves have been rescaled to match the measured
atom number at 20 V=cm.

FIG. 3 (color online). Typical e� example of a small-� GCA atom (a), a small-� non-GCA atom (b), and an intermittent chaotic
trajectory (c). z is along the B field axis, and � � �x2 � y2	1=2 is the transverse coordinate.
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P�E�dE� K�E;Ei�dE� E
��bdE. The minimum ioniza-

tion field and binding energy of GCA atoms scale, respec-

tively, as F� �=��2 � z2
m�

3=2 [6] and E / 1=
�����������������
�2 � z2

m

p
,

where zm denotes the amplitude of the axial bounce mo-
tion—for zm < �, the radius at which an �H atom ionizes
scales as F�1=2 [6]. Upon a coordinate transformation [16],
we obtain the ionization field distribution P�F�dF �
F���"b�1�=2	dF. Thus, the total number of atoms surviving
a given ionization field is NF /

R
1
F

~F���"b�1�=2	d ~F� F�2.
For more deeply bound atoms, the complete simulation

reveals intermittent chaos [16] that the GCA cannot de-
scribe. The e� undergoes chaotic motion while trapped
close to the �p, interrupted by elliptical e� excursions [see
Fig. 3(c)]. Importantly, the GCA and non-GCA atoms
formed with small transverse sizes are quite different. In
the GCA case, we find that small-� atoms are typically
elongated in the axial direction [Fig. 3(a)]. Within our
exact calculations, the strong coupling between the cyclo-
tron, magnetron and axial motions fills a nearly spherical
volume in phase space, leading to tightly bound and nearly
spherical states [Fig. 3(b)], which survive large ionization
fields. The net result is a departure from the F�2 behavior,
shown in Fig. 2 and observed in the measurement. As
previously anticipated [10], there is now convincing evi-
dence in theory that ATRAP has detected �H atoms too
deeply bound to be described by the GCA.

Thus far, we assumed low axial kinetic �p energies of a
few meV, as might be expected from gently heating the �p in
the side wells of the nested trap until they have just enough
energy to pass through the e� plasma [3,9]. This, however,
is in marked contrast to the observed oscillating-field
spectrum, which is consistent with a monoenergetic veloc-
ity distribution of 200 meV [9] (Fig. 1). We propose instead
a new interpretation—that low energy �H are produced, and
subsequent charge exchange with fast �p in the side wells of
the nested Penning trap yields the high velocity atoms that
were observed.

Could the fractional probability for charge-exchange of
slow Rydberg �H atoms with fast �p ions in a magnetic field
be large? In the field-free hydrogen-proton charge-
exchange collision, the cross section increases as n4, where
n is the principal quantum number of the target state [18].
For large B, where n is no longer a good quantum num-
ber, calculations are scarce. There is one example [18],
in which extremely large capture cross sections,
�10�10 cm2, were predicted for Rydberg electron capture
from an n � 28 state in a B � 4 T field. Scaling to
Rydberg states near n � 100 gives a cross section that is
at least 2 orders of magnitude larger. A microcanonical
distribution of an infinitely massive atom for the initial
target states was assumed in [18]. Here, we instead calcu-
late the charge-exchange cross section for each micro-
scopic internal and translational atomic state as produced
by our preceding simulation of the capture process. The
initial and final states of the �H atoms are classified by the
maximum fields, Fi and Ff, that they survive. By averag-

ing over Ff and all charge-exchanged �H atoms for a given
Fi, we obtain the average total capture cross section
��cx�Fi;v �H; v �p� as a function of the initial �H velocity v �H

and the �p (projectile) velocity v �p.
Figure 4(a) shows the extremely large charge exchange

cross sections as a function of the �p energy for 20 V=cm �
Fi � 60 V=cm. The inset shows ��cx in units of�a2

0, where
a0 is the Bohr radius, as a function of the relative collision
velocity scaled by the average axial positron velocity �vz ����������
hv2

zi
q

of the target �H. Pronounced ‘‘humps’’ in the cross
sections occur when the Rydberg e� and �p velocities
match [17].

For a given n �p and �p cloud size (d), the corresponding
capture probability is obtained from

 

�P cx�F;v �p; v �H� � 1� e� ��cxn �pd�v �p=v �H�; (1)

to be compared to the fraction of detectable slow �H atoms
��1� �Pcx�. The �H travel time through the �p cloud is d=v �H.
The velocity dependent detection efficiency ��v �H� is cal-
culated by assuming transverse thermal diffusion at 4.2 K
and a detection solid angle of 2�=100 [3]. As shown in
Fig. 4(b), for a typical v �H, a considerable fraction
�Pcx=� �Pcx � ��1� �Pcx�	 of �H atoms are fast atoms pro-
duced in charge exchange.

The average charge-exchange probability is almost in-
dependent of the target �H ionization field [Fig. 4(b)].
Additionally, the charge exchange broadens the final ion-
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FIG. 4 (color online). (a) e� exchange cross section from
1 meV �H atoms as a function of �p axial energy, for different
ionization fields in the range, 20–60 V=cm, with increasing
values of Fi from top to bottom. The inset shows the cross
sections in units of �a2

0 as a function of the relative �p- �H velocity
scaled by the average axial e� velocity of the atomic target state.
(b) Corresponding fraction of fast �H atoms as a function of the
kinetic energy of the slow target (TBC) atoms and a projectile �p
temperature in the side wells of kBT �p � 8 eV.
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ization field distribution with an average field value hFfi
close to the initial field Fi. Together, these observations
yield a field-ionization spectrum which remains unaltered
by the charge-exchange collisions (inset of Fig. 2), where
we compare the GCA field-ionization spectrum before and
after charge exchange in the side wells, calculated from the
final-state resolved charge-exchange cross sections.

The final distribution ��v� of axial �H velocities is
obtained by adding the contributions from the fast (slow)
atoms that do (do not) charge exchange,

 ��v� �
Z
�1� �Pcx�v �p; v�	��v�� �H�v�� �p�v �p�dv �p

�
Z

�Pcx�v; v �H�� �H�v �H�� �p�v�dv �H: (2)

Here, � �H and � �p denote the axial velocity distributions of
the slow initially formed �H atoms and the fast �p ions, both
assumed to be Gaussian with thermal spreads of T �H and T �p,
respectively. While the �p axial velocity distribution is
unknown, the �p velocity spread is roughly the side well
depth—about 10 eV for ATRAP. Since the charge-
exchange cross section quickly drops for �p energies larger
than 2 eV, the final �H velocity distribution is found to be
nearly independent of �p axial energy spread in the typical
range of 3–15 eV, and hence also independent of the exact
shape of� �p. From Eq. (2), we calculate the final �H velocity
distribution for initial average energies ranging from
1 meV to 10 meV, some of which are illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). The pronounced peak at small velocities corre-
sponds to the slow atoms that do not charge exchange,
reflecting ’ �H. The extended plateau at much higher veloc-
ities, independent of ’ �H and ’ �p, arises from charge ex-
change with the fast �p in the side wells.

The calculated field-ionization spectra (Fig. 1) agree
with the experimental data for �H velocity spreads of
kBT �H � 1 meV to kBT �H � 10 meV, as well as does a
200 meV monoenergetic �H beam [9]. The charge-exchange
mechanism provides an alternative and self-consistent in-
terpretation of the measurements, whereby a significant
fraction of �H atoms become fast atoms, while others that
do not undergo charge exchange acquire little velocity.
Without charge exchange, the resulting velocity spectrum
does not agree with the experiment [dot-dashed line in
Fig. 1(a)].

Our analysis may apply to the case of high energy �p
slowed by e� to form �H, as in the first ATRAP observation
[2] and all of the ATHENA observations [1,19], if the e�

cooling of the �p is sufficiently efficient, but no explicit
calculation has been performed here for this situation.
Moreover, fast charge exchanged �H may not have been
observed in the ATHENA apparatus, which detects �H
atoms traveling transversally to B.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that charge-
exchange collisions are likely responsible for the higher-
than-thermal velocities that ATRAP observed for �H pro-
duced during the e� cooling of �p in a nested Penning trap,
even when the �p are just given enough energy to pass
through the e� plasma. The important implication for the
experiments is that much slower �H atoms are being pro-
duced than might be inferred from the observed velocity
spectrum, some being slow enough to be trapped.
ATRAP’s measured field ionization spectrum is theoreti-
cally reproduced for the first time. The observed low-field
F�2 behavior indicates that �H are preferentially formed in
a two-step process, rather than by multiple collisions below
the kinetic bottleneck. Our exact classical Monte Carlo
simulations have revealed a breakdown of the guiding
center approximation at high ionization fields, i.e., deep
atomic binding energies. Whereas the guiding center cal-
culations follow the F�2 over the range of electric fields,
the exact dynamics reproduces the experimentally ob-
served relative enhanced production of deeply bound,
non-GCA atoms. Radiative decay may be more efficient
because of the rapid acceleration of chaotic atoms.
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